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ABSTRACT
The use of interactive visualization techniques in Digital Humanities research can be a useful addition when traditional automated machine learning techniques face difficulties, as it is often the case with the exploration of large volumes of dynamic—and in many cases, noisy and conflicting—textual data from social media. Recently, the field of stance analysis has been moving from a predominantly binary approach—either pro or con—to a multifaceted one, where each unit of text may be classified as one (or more) of multiple possible stance categories. This change adds more layers of complexity to an already hard problem, but also opens up new opportunities for obtaining richer and more relevant results from the analysis of stance-taking in social media. In this paper we propose StanceXplore, a new visualization for the interactive exploration of stance in social media. Our goal is to offer DH researchers the chance to explore stance-classified text corpora from different perspectives at the same time, using coordinated multiple views including user-defined topics, content similarity and dissimilarity, and geographical and temporal distribution. As a case study, we explore the activity of Twitter users in Sweden, analyzing their behavior in terms of topics discussed and the stances taken. Each textual unit (tweet) is labeled with one of eleven stance categories from a cognitive-functional stance framework based on recent work. We illustrate how StanceXplore can be used effectively to investigate multidimensional patterns and trends in stance-taking related to cultural events, their geographical distribution, and the confidence of the stance classifier.

1 INTRODUCTION
In Digital Humanities (DH) [28], the combination of text mining and visualization methods has resulted in tools that exploit modern or contemporary text corpora, extract linguistic patterns from various language resources, and provide the scholars with new and enriched digitalized educational material (e.g. [3, 6, 32]). The availability of large-scale, user-generated textual content from social media, such as reviews, opinions and comments on politics and news, raised interest to the areas of sentiment analysis and opinion mining [20]. Techniques from these areas approach text analysis by extracting opinions and sentiments with the goal of aiding in the comprehension of how people feel about something, how these feelings are expressed, and how they spread [24].

Among the many related fields, one that has attracted attention lately is stance identification in discourse [21, 23, 30]. Stance taking is the way speakers position themselves in relation to their own or other people’s beliefs, opinions, and statements in ongoing communicative interaction with others. Interesting findings about the attitude of people can be derived by looking at their stance regarding cultural, educational, social, and political events [10, 38].

In this paper we present StanceXplore, a visualization for the interactive exploration of stance-taking in social media. Stance analysis of content from social media is usually met with unique challenges due to the highly dynamic and heterogeneous language forms and constructional patterns in discourse, which can vary considerably depending on geography, time, and user identities/roles. All of these factors (or dimensions) of the data are relevant and must be considered together when exploring trends within a corpus, as such trends may be spread over different dimensions due to, e.g., specific reactions to relevant events (time), the effect of different cultural backgrounds (space), and previously unknown similarities between the writing of different groups. Our proposed visualization aids the exploration of stance in social media with a coordinated multiple views approach, where each of these dimensions can be explored separately, while, at the same time, all views react to brushing and filtering. We aim to help DH researchers discover stance-taking patterns in social media corpora by moving interactively from a general overview of the data’s features into subsets defined by different combinations of filters for each dimension.

We demonstrate our visualization with a case study on the use of the English language by Twitter users from Sweden. By exploring Twitter’s hashtag functionality, which allows users to specify topics that thematically orient their tweets, we show how our tool can support tasks such as: (a) identifying the stance distribution on the most frequent hashtags, (b) grouping these hashtags into broad thematic fields by similarity of content, (c) understanding the geographical distribution of stance-taking trends in the corpus, (d) finding important events during a certain time period and check how Twitter users have positioned themselves in relation to these events. We conclude that StanceXplore offers DH researchers the opportunity to obtain insights into the corpus that are not readily available without interactive exploration, are multidimensional by nature (i.e. are simultaneously based on independent aspects such as time, space, and language use), and are relevant to the comprehension of the dynamics of stance-taking in this specific Twitter user base.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
While no universally accepted definition of DH exists, Schreibman et al. state that the discipline of DH “includes not only the computational modeling and analysis of humanities information, but also the cultural study of digital technologies, their creative possibilities, and their social impact” [28, p. XVII]. DH research on literary studies commonly use techniques developed under the umbrella of information visualization (InfoVis) and visual analytics (VA), more specifically, text visualization [18]. Important examples include the literature fingerprinting by Keim and Oelke [15] and VariocalReader by Koch et al. [16]. Sinclair and Rockwell [32] introduce computational methods for text analysis to the DH audience and discuss their software suite called Voyant Tools, which includes several visual representations of text analysis results. The authors argue that such tools facilitate the exploration of the data and can lead to interesting discoveries. In general, these techniques focus on close and distant reading tasks, as described by Jänicke et al. [14] in a
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systematic overview of text visualization techniques for DH studies. Other recent examples are related to the analysis of text variants [3], named entities such as fictional characters [36], or arbitrary concepts and relationships within a large text document [5]. One common feature for most of the techniques is their orientation towards works of literature as the input data. In this work, however, we focus on data originating in social media rather than literary fiction. Chen et al. [7] provide an overview of the existing analysis and visualization methods for social media data, concluding that the most popular analytical approaches for such texts include extraction of keywords, detection of topics, and sentiment analysis.

Sentiment analysis usually involves automatic detection of positive, neutral, and negative content in texts [24]. In a recent survey, Kucher et al. [20] discuss the corresponding sentiment visualization techniques developed both inside and outside the InfoVis/VA community, concluding that the majority of such techniques use social media data rather than customer reviews, editorial media data (e.g., news reports), or literature. Such techniques have been used to provide an overview of a Twitter corpus or a monitoring interface for a stream of text posts (tweets), usually with an option to drill down to the underlying texts on demand—which arguably also mirrors the distant and close reading tasks in DH discussed above. With regard to application scenarios, Diakopoulos et al. [8] and Marcus et al. [22] use their respective systems Vox Civitas and TwitInfo for digital journalism; Cao et al. [4] apply their system Whisper for the analysis of emergency events; and Humayoun et al. [12] analyze the public response to Brexit using their recent system TExVis.

Besides the analysis and visualization of positive and negative sentiments, emotion, or similar affective categories, social media data also provide interesting opportunities for the analysis and visualization of stance. Stance classification studies usually address stance-taking as a binary issue of the pro or con positioning of the speaker towards a fact/event/idea. In most cases, the data are extracted from online debates, where controversial opinions and stance-taking are observed, and they are automatically annotated [10, 38]. The classification accuracy achieved in these studies varied from 69 to 88%, and various different feature sets were used: lexicons, n-grams, cue words, post information, punctuation, and POS tags. More recent studies include other categories of subjectivity such as agreement and disagreement [34], condition and contrast [33], or prediction and uncertainty [30, 35]. The existing work in stance visualization includes the works by Almutairi [2] and El-Assady et al. [9], which focus on works of literature and transcripts of debates, respectively. Textual data from social media have been used for stance visualization by Kucher et al. [21] in their system uVSAT; however, Twitter is not supported as a data source, and their typical input documents are much larger/longer than tweets. Mohammad et al. [23] provide a dashboard visualization of a stance-annotated Twitter corpus, and Kucher et al. [19] support visual analysis of the stance annotation process for utterances (sentences) with their system ALVA. In contrast to these approaches, the focus of this work is to provide an interactive stance visualization of a Twitter corpus with support for the temporal, geospatial, and topic perspectives—similar to TwitInfo [22], Whisper [4], or TExVis [12], but supporting stance analysis rather than the usual task of sentiment analysis.

3 StanceXplore: Description & Methodology

We propose to approach the challenge of interactively exploring stances in social media by using coordinated multiple views, where each view shows a different perspective of the data, i.e., a window into a specific aspect of the corpus under analysis. The focus of StanceXplore is the interactive brushing and filtering supported by visualization in such a way that each view can be explored independently, but, at the same time, the whole set of views adapts to users’ actions. This design is inspired by Sheinderman’s well-known visual information-seeking mantra [29]—“Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”—and the implementation of the distant reading concept in visualization tools, as described in [14]. These related concepts can, when combined, be used effectively to direct readers to specific subsets of text that are relevant to the task at hand.

In order to be used with StanceXplore, a corpus must contain the full text of all tweets, be geolocalized and timestamped (these are related specifically to views (e), (c) and (d) on Fig. 1, respectively). User information is not necessary, as the tweets are anonymized (every reference using @ is changed to @User). Each tweet is classified according to its stance using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [37] classifier, previously trained on data extracted from political blogs and manually annotated by two linguistic experts. The ten stance categories are based in a cognitive-functional approach introduced recently [30, 31, 35]. AGREEMENT/DISAGREEMENT expresses a similar or different opinion (e.g., Ok then, I’ll do that), CERTAINTY expresses the speaker’s confidence to its sayings (e.g., Of course it is true), CONTRARIETY expresses a compensating or contrastive opinion (e.g., The result is fairly good, but it could be better), HYPOTHETICALITY expresses a potential consequence of a condition (e.g., If it’s nice tomorrow, we will go), NECESSITY expresses a request, recommendation, instruction, or obligation (e.g., I must hand back all the books by tomorrow), PREDICTION expresses a guess/conjecture about a future event (e.g., I believe that he will do it for you), SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE expresses the origin of the speaker’s sayings (e.g., I saw Mary talking to Elena yesterday), TACT/RUDENESS expresses pleasantness/unpleasantness (e.g., You lazy bastard. Get lost), UNCERTAINTY expresses doubt towards the speaker’s sayings (e.g., I don’t know if that is the case, actually), and VOLITION expresses wishes or refusal (e.g., I wish I could join you next summer). If no stance is detected, the tweet is NEUTRAL.

The total number of tweets per stance can be seen in the Stances view (Fig. 1a), also encoded in the lengths of the bars. This view also functions as a color legend; the color assigned to each stance category in this view is used in most other views during the interactive exploration process. By clicking on the stances in this view, the user can choose to filter all the other views to include only tweets classified with the selected stances (in the example of Fig. 1a, all stances are active except NEUTRAL).

The Hashtags view (Fig. 1b) shows the hashtags of the corpus in two interchangeable panels: the Table, in descending order of frequency, and the Grid, where they are grouped and distributed according to content similarity. These two panels offer two distinct but complementary views, and can be switched by the user as desired. When a hashtag is selected it is always shown on top of the table, while the rest of the hashtags are sorted in descending order by their string similarity to the selected one, as computed with the Sørensen-Dice coefficient [13]. This sorting highlights similar hashtags only by their name, e.g. #eurovision and #eurovision2016. The distribution of hashtags in the 2-D hexagon grid is obtained with a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [17] by extracting the best-matching units for each hashtag. In order to train the SOM, features are extracted from each hashtag by first generating a vector space model representation $v(h)$ [27] that includes the content of every tweet $t_i$ in $h$, then computing the TF-IDF of $v(h)$ [26]. Essentially, the interpretation of the hexagon grid layout is simple: hashtags that occupy nearby hexagons are similar in content, with content referring to the aggregation of the text of all the tweets that include those hashtags. The visual encoding of the grid’s hexagon units is further augmented with color, representing the single most frequent stance present on the hashtags of the unit, and size, representing the total sum of tweets in the hashtags that are included in the unit. Again, interacting with either of these two views will change the filtering on all the others, which in this case means that only tweets that contain any of the selected hashtags will be visible after a selection.

With the Twitter API’s geo-search function [1] it is possible to estimate the location of each tweet within different administrative
regions such as cities, counties, or states. This information is shown in the Map view (Fig. 1c), along with a color encoding of the total (possibly filtered) number of tweets of each region. In the example from Fig. 1c, a log scale is used to improve the visibility of the values, since the difference in the total number of tweets between main and peripheral regions is very large. By interacting with the map, the user can explore the specific stance distribution within each region (Fig. 1c, bottom-right), switch between different administrative levels of granularity (e.g., cities vs. counties), and filter the data by limiting tweets to specific regions.

The temporal aspect of the corpus can be seen in the Timeline view (Fig. 1d) as a stacked area graph that shows the number of tweets per day for each color-coded stance. The used visual encoding is similar to ThemeRiver [11], but we decided to use a fixed time axis as it increased the legibility of the view. An interactive filter is located below the timeline and allows the setting of a specific time range for the analysis (in the example, the time range is between days 8 and 17 of May 2016).

Finally, the Tweets view (Fig. 1e) shows the full text of every tweet that satisfies all the filters defined interactively. Besides each tweet’s text, a small bar shows the stance category assigned to the tweet (color) and the confidence of the classifier (size, computed with Platt scaling [25]), with the minimum size (lowest possible confidence) indicated by a dashed line.

4 Case Study

In this section we illustrate the features of StanceXplore with a case study on the use of the English language by Twitter users in Sweden. The corpus was extracted using Twitter’s REST API [1] with filters by language (English), country (Sweden), and time (May 2016). The aim of this case study is to highlight the ability of StanceXplore to support (i) free exploration of stance-classified data from social media, (ii) detection of patterns and trends in stance-taking in social media along temporal and geospatial dimensions, and (iii) the iterative and dynamic testing of hypotheses with responsive interaction and feedback from filtering. 1

We begin with the Stances view (Fig. 1a). It shows that neutral is the most frequent result of the classification process. One explanation for this is that the classifier’s training set was extracted from political blogs, with no size restrictions. Tweets, on the other hand, can be considered as fragmented discourse because of the limited character size of the text (it can be hard to formulate complete sentences within 140 characters) and the intervention of metacomments. As a result, the classifier sometimes cannot decide with strong confidence for a stance, and when no stances are detected the tweet is classified as neutral. Another reason is the fact that stance is

1To better understand the dynamics of the user interaction, the reader is encouraged to watch the video at: https://vimeo.com/23834496.
a very subtle concept that can be difficult to identify, and even in the original manual annotations the NEUTRAL utterances were very frequent. In order to neutralize the effect of NEUTRAL as the most dominant stance and allow for the exploration of different patterns, we disable this category by shift-clicking on it. From now on only non-NEUTRAL tweets will show up on all the coordinated views.

Investigation of cultural events. We next look at the Hashtags grid and notice that the largest hexagon unit (with 1,916 tweets) contains only one hashtag: #Eurovision. The Eurovision Song Contest (ESC) is a traditional TV song competition that takes place every year between (mainly) European countries. Clicking on this hexagon unit lets us focus solely on tweets that include the hashtag #Eurovision. A quick session of close reading of the tweets indicates that ESC was held in Stockholm that month, which made it a hot topic of Twitter in Sweden. However, maybe the biggest change after this new filtering is in the timeline: the vast majority of tweets were posted between 10 and 15 of May 2016, with almost zero mentions outside that range. Indeed, ESC took place on 10, 12, and 14 of May 2016. While the dates in which the contest took place may be clear, the stance distribution is not, since too much space is wasted on empty days. To improve this situation, we zoom in (using the timeline slider) into the desired time range, which then allows the relevant tweets and stances to occupy most of the space allocated to the timeline. A few trends on the stance-taking regarding ESC are now observable: SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE (which sets the color of the hexagon), NECESSITY and CONTRARIETY are regularly strong throughout the period; VOLITION shows a peak of representation in the second day of the contest; and UNCERTAINTY is the strongest stance after the final day.

One natural way to proceed with the exploration is to go back to the Hashtags grid and browse through the hexagon units near the selected one; these are the ones that are similar in content to the current focus, so they might be relevant to enrich the results. This leads to an interesting insight into the corpus: many different hashtags were used to refer to the same event. While some might be easy to locate with conventional string-comparison methods, such as those with different capitalizations (#Eurovision, EUROVISION) and suffixes (#Eurovision2016), others might be more challenging to detect without the content-based similarity visualization, such as abbreviations (ESC, #esc16) and specific themes (#ComeTogether). However, two other nearby hashtag groups prove to be even more interesting and insightful. The first one, #AUS, is related to the fact that Australia participated in ESC 2016 even though it is not an European country. By investigating the stances and close reading of the tweets including this hashtag, it is possible to see that the Australian performance was well-liked and received positive feedback, specially on the second day of the contest. The second interesting hashtag group includes both #Ukraine—the winner of ESC 2016—and #Russia. Again, by investigating the stances and close reading of the tweets after filtering by this hashtag group, we can infer that a fierce dispute took place between the two countries during the contest, with tweets moving from predominantly PREDICTION in the first days to a small surge of AGREEMENT/DISAGREEMENT and UNCERTAINTY after the final results.

Aspects of geographical distribution. With all the filters reset, one look at the Map view shows clearly that the geographical distribution of English tweets in Sweden is not balanced among all counties. In fact, only three areas contain the vast majority of English tweets: Stockholm, with 55,712 tweets; Västra Götaland, with 16,029 tweets; and Skåne, with 14,295 tweets. Not surprisingly, these counties include, in this same order, the three largest cities in Sweden—Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö. The counties with the most tweets are consistently located in the southern part of Sweden; as we move towards the northern parts of the country, the numbers decrease significantly. This is compatible with the fact that the northern regions of Sweden, known for their increasingly harsh weather, are more sparsely populated than the south. Considering the characteristics of this distribution, an analysis of the busiest areas of the country might be the most common approach. In this section, however, we decided to take a different path and explore a less obvious question: what are people tweeting about (in English) outside the main areas, and what are their attitudes regarding their chosen topics?

For this, we first turn to the Map view and filter only tweets that come from Norrbotten—the northeast county in Sweden—totalling 717 tweets distributed in all stances. NEUTRAL is the most frequent stance, representing almost half of the subset of tweets with 353 tweets, followed by SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE (75 tweets) and UNCERTAINTY (71 tweets). Close inspecting of the tweets classified as SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE shows that average confidence is low, while the opposite is true for UNCERTAINTY. For the rest of the analysis, we again disable NEUTRAL and focus on the rest of the stances.

Looking next at the Hashtags grid, we notice that, apart from #Eurovision, two other hexagon units are salient (due to their size), including hashtags such as #Jobs, #CareerArc, and #Hiring. The time distribution of these posts shows a periodical pattern throughout the whole month, with tweets being made every few days (with periods of inactivity between them). Close reading of the filtered tweets shows that they are all very similar job advertisements; the strong use of Twitter for job advertisements in this area may be related to a possible difficulty of attracting personnel due to their remote location. However, one interesting observation is that the classifier has achieved low confidence with these tweets, assigning diverse stances such as CONTRARIETY and SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE. Repeating the same analysis steps with Västerbotten, a neighboring county immediately to the south of Norrbotten, we notice an especially salient hexagon marked with AGREEMENT/DISAGREEMENT. It contains sports-related tags such as #Endomondo and #endorphins. Close reading of the tweets after filtering shows that all (but one) have the same structure and almost the same text: a report on the completion of a specific event. These are known to be generated automatically by health-monitoring applications, and are not supposed to express any specific stance. From this investigation with StanceXplore we can notice, however, that the classifier did not assign the expected neutral stance, but used AGREEMENT/DISAGREEMENT with low confidence. This insight could be useful to help DH researchers in finding flaws in the stance classification system and improve it with more training data and better examples.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed StanceXplore, a visualization aimed at supporting DH researchers in the interactive exploration of stance-annotated textual content originated from social media. The proposed visualization uses coordinated multiple views to simultaneously show different aspects of the corpus under analysis, in a way that allows the user to explore each view independently and interactively apply filters that affect the outcome of all the views. With a case study of the use of English by Twitter users from Sweden, we demonstrated how StanceXplore can be used to support a progressive exploration process, starting from a general overview of the data (distant reading) and moving step-by-step into more specific subsets of the corpus (close reading) that exhibit different stance-taking patterns and trends, defined by multiple aspects (or dimensions) of the data such as time, space, and similarities/dissimilarities in the use of the English language.
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